Woven Woods
(Installation Instructions - Outside Mount)

Mounting
Strip
Step 1 Using nuts and bolts, secure a headrail clip to each L-Bracket, making sure
that the clips are mounted to the center of the middle hole on each L-Bracket. (Aprox. 2
1/2” from the back of the L-bracket). This will give the clearance for the drapery to slide
under the Cornice without obstruction.
Nut
L-Bracket
Assemble as shown with bracket clip
screw hole to the back.

Headrail Clip

Bolt
Step 2 Snap assembled brackets onto headrail. Begin on the side of the track where
the Vertical Woven Wood will stack when completely open. Place 1 bracket as close
to the end as possible. Place a second bracket along the rail 12” from the first. (For
widths greater than 96”, place a third bracket along the rail 12” from the second.) Place
additional brackets along the rail 24” apart. Make sure your last bracket is close to the
opposite stack end.
Step 3 Insert a small screw into the hole at the back of each bracket clip. Tighten each
screw. This step is IMPORTANT to keep your headrail secure in the brackets. Failure to
attach screws will cause the headrail track to fall.

Bracket with Clip

Headrail Channel

The screw locks the bracket clip in place after it is
attached to the Headrail, preventing the bracket clip
from disengaging.

Screw Hole

Step 4 Attach assembled track with brackets to the mounting strip with screws
provided. The top edge of the bracket should be flush with the top edge of the mounting
strip. The open end of the rail is on the left for a left panel and on the right for a right
panel.
Step 5 Beginning with the Leading Rail, insert the Woven Wood Panel into the open
end of the headrail track, making sure each white knob is inserted into the rail. If the
track was installed properly, the material will be facing the correct direction.

Nut

Step 6 Attach a headrail end cap to the open end of the headrail track. Insert end locking
bracket to underside of the (headrail and end cap ) using the nut and bolt provided.

Headrail End Cap

End Locking
Bracket
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Step 7 Clip the fixed wood rail into the end locking bracket.

End Locking
Bracket

Fixed Wood
Rail

Woven Woods
(Installation Instructions - Inside / Ceiling Mount)

Mounting
Strip
Step 1 Install Bracket Clips to top sill of window or underneath side of cornice dust
cap for ceiling mounts. Place 1 bracket clip as close to the end as possible. Place a
second bracket clip along the rail 12” from the first. (For widths greater than 96”, place
a third bracket clip along the rail 12” from the second.) Place additional bracket clips
along the rail 24” apart. Make sure your last bracket is close to the opposite stack end.
Install as shown with bracket clip
screw hole to the back.

Bracket Clip

Special Note:
Inside and Ceiling Mount
Installations require 2 people

Installation Screw Hole
Step 2 Beginning with the Leading Rail, insert the Woven Wood Panel into the open
end of the headrail track, making sure each white knob is inserted into the rail. The open
end of the rail is on the left for a left panel and on the right for a right panel.
Step 3 Attach a headrail end cap to the open end of the headrail track. Insert end locking
bracket to underside of the (headrail and end cap ) using the nut and bolt provided.

Headrail Channel
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Bracket
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Step 4 Attach assembled track to the bracket clips. The front of the woven wood
material should be facing the room. One person must hold the rail in place until the
locking screw is installed in each bracket clip.
Step 5 Insert a small screw into the hole at the back of each bracket clip. Tighten each
screw. This step is IMPORTANT to keep your headrail secure in the brackets. Failure to
attach screws will cause the headrail track to fall.
The screw locks the bracket clip in place after it is
attached to the Headrail, preventing the bracket clip
from disengaging.

Screw Hole
Step 6 Clip the fixed wood rail into the end locking bracket.
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